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Overview of Presentation
 Narratives 
 Multimedia  +  Social Media 
 Examples 
 Barriers 
 Lessons Learned
Importance of  narratives in learning
 Provide context and meaning
 Reflective
 Integrative
 Give perspective
 Create shared experiences
Multimedia + Social Media:
Perfect marriage for narratives
 Power of the Combination 
 Multimedia:
– Compelling content
 Social Media:
– Interactive
 Engages wider community 







Barriers in an academic setting
 Non-traditional outputs
– creative projects, different products
– traditional measures may not fit
 Innovation:  walking the walk
– How to evaluate success 
– Requires risk-taking 
Lessons learned
 Production Issues:
– Full motion video vs. images
– Talking heads  =  boring 
– Videos  ≠  scripted film
 Time & effort required
Lessons Learned #2
 Fear of change
 Pace of change
 challenge of keeping up
 Care & Feeding 
 New content
 Responding to users
Lessons (still being) learned 
 Traffic--if you build it will they come?
– Getting the word out
– Driving traffic 
– Analyzing stats
– Integrating other social media


